less experienced scientists. Her detachment is not due to any lack of sympathy or liking, but simply a necessary part of her professional equipment.
The first 140 pages of her book deals with the cultural background of rural Ghana and it is surely a model of its kind. It should be read by every psychiatrist and social worker. Political students would certainly benefit from it and of course any person who wants to work in health fields in Africa will, I think, find it obligatory. Dr. Field writes very well. She has a crisp, workmanlike style which is both witty and informative and there is a gratifying absence of jargon in her book. At the very start she emphasizes that the myth of the noble savage glowing with health was eventually dispelled by careful medical observation which showed that, in fact, primitive people are usually ridden by a variety of horrible diseases, so careful psychiatric observation is dispelling the notion that mental stress and mental illness are the prerogative of "over-civilized" societies. I have rarely come across such a pungent and dear discussion of another culture, with particular emphasis on the day to day matters of living and dying.
Dr. Field's observations have theoretical repercussions which will have to be elaborated and further studied by others. It is, for instance, difficult to reconcile her account of the infancy and childhood of Africans in Ghana with the ideas still held by some psychoanalysts that deprivation in very early infancy plays a predominant part in the development of schizophrenia, or with the views of some social scientists who blame many of our troubles on the nuclear western family.
Most of her Africans are members of extended families who are richly endowed with an enormous collection of uncles, aunts, cousins, elder siblings, grandparents, etc. In infancy children have affection lavished on them. They are pampered and wholly adored, but older children are treated far less indulgently. Indeed an African proverb runs "it is unpleasant to be a child" and this is certainly no over-statement for from being the darling baby, the youngster is lucky if he or she can get enough to eat. Dr. Field suggests that this catastrophic loss of affection, regard, and even nutrition, may play some part in forming the character of many West Africans, but this appears to have little effect on the incidence of schizophrenia which seems to be the usual 1% or so, and neither does it prevent the subvarieties of the illness from appearing in Ghana as elsewhere. But the rather vividly paranoid attitude of many normal people may well derive from this early inexplicable, but almost universal, fall from favour. She illustrates this typical outlook with a splendid collection of mottoes which truck drivers paint on the back, sides, and front of their vehicles and she glosses these with explanations of their meaning given by their owners. "All in vain". (I'm well protected, so if envious people plot my downfall they will not succeed.) "Kill me and fly". (If you do me any harm, you won't escape.) "No one likes me". (No one likes me to have this lorry: they envy me.) "Jehovah is my salvation". (No envious person can hurt me.) "A man would look out". (I am wary of enemies.) and then two phrases Elizabethan in their richness -"Hatred has no medicine". (People hate me but it can't be helped.) "Death takes no bribes". (Your money will not protect you from death if you do me any harm.)
One might suppose that in an atmosphere charged with such foreboding the Ghanians would be a sad and timid people. Quite the reverse. Although convinced that accident, illness and madness are alike in being due to evil super-natural influences, they are flexible, tolerant, cheerful, remarkably democratic, and able.
Dr. Field has some particularly interesting views on witchcraft. Her standpoint is much the same as that which John Wier and Reginald Scott took about 300 years ago when they courageously and humanely suggested that mental illness plays a very large part in what was then thought to be witchcraft. The self accusations of 300 years ago which often led to the stake are echoed now in Ghana where many depressed people ascribe their unpleasant experiences to their having become witches. As with the evil eye (Malocchio) one can become a witch in spite of one's self and without knowing it, and a depressed people need little to convince them that they are witches for it accords well with the wretchedness of an affective illness. Indeed, in our own culture, even without the convenient rationalization of witchcraft, some people accuse themselves of unforgiveable 'crimes and being the source of misfortune to others, and even to the universe. Luckily these Africans at their shrines impose humane and sensible penalties and so there are none of the horrors of 17th century Europe.
Like most cultures, the Ghanians have no doubt that madmen exist, and although madness like every other illness is ascribed to supernatural influences, they recognize that it is different from others. When Dr. Field asked to see madmen she was taken nearly always to see severely chronic schizophrenics. These rural people show a good deal of tolerance for aberrant and unusual behavior, but this does not mean that they are unaware of its oddity.
Her account of the social value of spirit possession is a classic in its own right. She suggests that social usefulness of this phenomena is easily misunderstood if it is seen out of context.
The last 300 pages of her book consist of case histories which I usually find very tedious reading. But Dr. Field's collection is a really fascinating one. The histories are very well written and I don't think I skipped a page. While it goes without saying that this is essential reading for any psychiatrist who intends to work with primitive people, in my opinion it is obligatory reading for anyone studying for certification, Not only is it one of the most balanced accounts of the relationship between mental illness and culture, but it is so well written and readable. Briefly, it is one of those notable books which has a place in every departmental library, and which most of us should dip into from time to time to clarify our thinking on the cultural aspects of psychiatry.
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